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After 17 years of providing life-saving heart treatment and follow-up care for 

children from underprivileged families in East Africa, Take Heart Association 

Project (THAP) is pleased to announce that this year we registered under a new 

name in the State of Texas. Beginning 2020, we shall be known as Care for a 

Child’s Heart (CFACH). Our affiliate in Kenya, which is fully committed to the 

success of Care for a Child’s Heart (CFACH), shall operate under the same name. 

This change best reflects our work and inspiration. Working closely together, 

CFACH -USA and CFACH -Kenya will continue the legacy of the inspiring man 

who started us on this journey in 2002; the late Peter Mbogo Kamau.
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Mothers and their children at the Family Support Center.

A mother preparing a meal  at the Family 
Support Center.

Chairman’s Report

2019 has been a busy and productive year for us. Since our founding in the U.S. in 
2002, Take Heart Association Project (THAP), now CFACH, has saved the lives of 
more than 185 children and counting! Hundreds more have received post-surgery 
care and gone on to live healthy full lives. For all the successes, we have our donors 
and partners to thank. Your passionate support has made a huge difference in the lives 
of each and every one of the children that we have provided care.

The funding for our work in Kenya has come from individual donors and donor 
organizations based in the United States. Our generous donors and funders have 
contributed $1.1 million since our founding in 2002. These funds have been used 
to fund surgeries, provide patient care, purchase medicines, and set up the Family 
Support Center. 

I am pleased to report that even with our limited budget, in 2019 we provided support to 12 surgery operations, 
housed 68 patients at the Family Support Center, conducted medical reviews for 75 patients, provided medicine 
for 94 patients and made five home visits to remote areas of Kenya.

We could not do what we do without several long-time partners like the HeartGift 
Foundation, Chain of Hope and the Gift of Life of New Jersey. This year marked the 
first year in which we expanded our partnership with HeartGift which began in 2015. 
Heart Gift is a non-profit organization headquartered in Austin, Texas that brings 
children to the United States for free surgery to correct life-threatening congenital 
heart defects. Seeking to expand its operations and minimize costs, HeartGift 
decided to partner with a local-based NGO like CFACH- Kenya. 

Through this partnership, this year, we have been able to perform 7 heart surgeries - 
6 at MP Shah Hospital in Nairobi, Kenya and 1 at Tenwek Hospital in Bomet, Kenya. 
In addition to this, CFACH has also been able to perform an additional five surgeries 
to give us a total of twelve patients thanks to Gift of Life of New Jersey, Chain of Hope, and other donors. 

In October, 2019, CFACH’s Executive Director, Irene Mukuria, and I travelled to London to meet with the 
Management Team of Chain of Hope. Founded by Sir Magdi Yacoub, Chain of Hope links experts together 
around the world to bring life-saving heart treatments to children in developing countries. After our meeting, 
Chain of Hope committed to treating five of our patients every year. 

Looking to 2020, we have set an ambitious goal of conducting twenty surgeries. The surgeries shall be conducted 
at Tenwek Hospital and MP Shah Hospital in Kenya, while others shall be referred to the United States, London 
or Egypt based on the seriousness. 

CFACH is only able to help so many children in need thanks to the dedication of our international network of 
renowned cardiac professionals and to the generosity of our donors. From our Board to our valued volunteers, 
we are incredibly lucky to have a dedicated wealth of expertise. We simply cannot continue our work, let alone 
expand it, without substantial support from you. If you believe in the importance of our mission and feel that the 
effects of our work positively impact the world, please join us in that effort. Thank you all! Your support makes a 
real difference to the children and their parents. 

Sincerely, 
Solomon M Musyimi

How Donor Support Makes                          
a Difference
Without the generosity of our donors and funders, CFACH would not 
be able to make a difference in the lives of these children and their 
families, restoring their health and giving them the strength to do 
what all children do – run, play, and smile. We are especially grateful 
to our Sustainers Circle members who support us with a monthly 
contribution.

How Your Contribution is Used
Support from donors, funders and partners enables CFACH to provide 
life-saving surgery, support, resources and hope to the families with 
whom we work. See the graphic below for how contributions are used.

What Your Gift Can Do
$10,000  covers the cost of heart surgery and medical care in India
$  8,000  enables CFACH to purchase a refurbished van from Japan
$  3,500  covers the cost of heart surgery in Kenya
$  2,500  covers air travel and accommodations for child and parent to 

India
$  2,000  covers cost of catheterization
$  1,250  covers home visit to monitor patients in remote areas of Kenya
$     500 covers meals and supplies at the Family Support Center for 1 

month for families staying there
$      350 provides medications for a patient for 3 months
$      250 covers cost of pre-surgery diagnostic test for one child
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